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Descriptive Summary

Title: Collection of lesbian photographs
Dates: circa 1945-1962
Collection Number: 2008-01
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 1 folder
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: This collection consists of 20 black and white anonymous lesbian photographs from a scrapbook, dating from World War II up to the early 1960s. Images include portraits of individuals, couples, and small groups at parties, in snow, and working on cars.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation
Collection of lesbian photographs. GLBT Historical Society

Scope and Content of Collection
This collection consists of 20 black and white anonymous lesbian photographs from a scrapbook, dating from World War II up to the early 1960s. Images include portraits of individuals, couples, and small groups at parties, in snow, and working on cars.
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